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Since 2010,Texas A&M University has experienced rapid enrollment growth, currently 
accommodating over 64,000 students on the main campus in College Station. This 
significant growth over a short period has created scheduling demand and increased 
pressure for classroom space.

A new facility will offer over 2,200 classroom seats in a variety of medium and large cohort 
sizes to support a variety of instructional methods. By offering the opportunity to be 
innovative and focused on instruction, the 21st Century Classroom Building will become a 
powerful platform to set the standard for teaching excellence.

This session will be a panel discussion presenting challenges and opportunities encountered 
in programming the building including perspectives of Nick Piwonka, Assistant Registrar and 
key stakeholder, Yvonne Bryant representing TAMUS Facilities Planning and Construction as 
well as Jill Bard and Amanda Crawley of Facility Programming and Consulting representing 
the programmer’s perspective.

Course
Description



Learning
Objectives

1. “To do what we have not done before” – discuss how the project embraced 
the opportunity to be progressive in implementing new models for large
cohorts, technology infrastructure and instructional support for faculty.

2. Understand how new classroom models support large cohort sizes while 
improving classroom engagement and interaction.

3. Discuss how including support for the instructors teaching in the building 
was just as important as programming the physical capabilities of the  
building. Project stakeholders recognized that training instructors about how 
to teach in new classroom environments was critical to the project’s success.

4. Discuss the importance of involving a variety of project stakeholders to 
identify and plan for infrastructure support and define the desired level of 
flexibility for the project (e.g. Director of Information Technology for the 
Provost, Assistant Registrar, Instructional Technology Services, Media 
Services, Campus IT Services, and Facilities Planning).

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:
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Texas leads the nation in  
University enrollment growth

Houston Chronicle, December 21st 2017



Data from the THECB Enrollment Forecast 2017-2030 and dars.tamu.edu 

Texas A&M—College Station Enrollment Growth
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Instruction at Texas A&M University—
College Station



Develop long-term strategies for continued evaluation 
and reporting of renovated and improved classrooms 

Develop long-term strategic management policy for 
classrooms 

Combine poorly utilized adjacent general classrooms to 
create medium size classrooms to provide more adequate capacity 
based on classroom enrollment demand 

Develop Standard Classroom Design Guidelines to aid in 
future classroom improvement endeavors  

Provide opportunities for student and faculty involvement 
in furniture and equipment selection

Classroom Improvement Committee



Chemistry 255

Completed in 2015 

•   Reduced seat count 
to improve room 
functionality  

•   Ribbon tables with 
and moveable chairs 

•   Tiered seating 

•   Upgraded 
instructional 
technology + lighting



Completed in 2016 

•   Dimmable lighting 
+ window 
treatments 

•   General repair to 
plaster + terrazzo 

•   Fixed seating 
replaced with 
oversized writing 
tablet

Psychology 338



Halbouty 255

Completed in 2017 

•   “Crown Jewel” in 1932 

•   Collaboration with the 
Office of the University 
Architect to restore 
original features 
(ceiling) 

•   Updated instructional 
technology 

•   New lighting, seating, 
and finishes



Classroom Visioning Taskforce

Recognize that what a classroom should be 
has changed 

Emphasis to determine University’s need and 
not what we thought we wanted 

Evaluate instructional space scheduling to determine 
types and size of classroom space need 
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≥ 300 200-299 100-199 50-99 25-49 ≤ 24

≥ 300 200-299 100-199 50-99 25-49 ≤ 24

2015 98.57 98.98 97.07 90.27 89.66 80.1

2014 98.81 97.96 94.4 87.12 83.63 73.47

2013 97.62 94.9 90.23 85.36 82.06 68.1

2012 97.62 94.9 86.28 78.1 80.99 57.14

% ∆ 0.95 4.08 10.79 12.17 8.67 22.96

Average Percent Scheduled by Capacity Range



Potential Seats / Room Count by Capacity Range



21st Century Classroom Building 
Program of Requirements



What is the optimal learning 
environment for educating 

64,000 students?



PEDAGOGY 

activate the lecture hall 
cohort size and course type 

COLLABORATION 

soft space + individual / group study 
building operational hours 
type of food service 

ENVIRONMENT  
borrowed daylight 
transparency 
  
  

OWNERSHIP 

general purpose 
relationship to university strategic mission  

PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS



Do any other institutions have 
large capacity classrooms?



Learning Innovation Center 
 

Oregon State University

 Edward Ray, President 
 Jon Dorbolo, Associate Director, Principal Investigator, Philosopher 
 Oregon State University 

 Amy Donohue, Principal 
 Michael Tingley, Principal 
 Bora  



Unique Instructional Spaces   
 

Teaching Arena 
 

Parliament Room 
 

Instructional Support



600 seats
35’-0’’ max distance  
to presenter



300 seats
25’-0’’ max distance  

to presenter



175 seats
parliament configuration 



Instructional Support
Curricular Development 
Technology Support



What is the optimal learning 
environment for educating 

64,000 students?



#1PEDAGOGY

ARENA + LECTURE HALL

• sight lines 
• acoustics 
• intimacy 
• participation 
• proximity to instructor

cohort size and course type

ACTIVE LEARNING + LECTURE



#2COLLABORATION

• soft seating 
• individual study 
• small group study 
• large group study 
• informal gathering

contribute to informal study space across campus

OPERATIONAL HOURS 
TYPES OF COLLABORATION  



#3ENVIRONMENT

Transparency

Vertical Circulation

COLOR + WAY-FINDING

BORROWED DAYLIGHT

FURNITURE!



#4OWNERSHIP

• faculty lounge 
• faculty resource room

consolidate teaching, technology, and media

GENERAL PURPOSE

RELATIONSHIP TO UNIVERSITY MISSION

INTEGRATED LEARNING RESOURCES



What do we have to get right?



Be bold!
Opportunity to be progressive 
To do what we have not done before 



Focus on specialized instruction 
Increase seat count 

Add capacity



Embrace new 
teaching modalities

Active student engagement 
Collaboration 
Team- or project-based learning  
Technology enabled 



Increase efficiency 
+ effectiveness  
by collocating 
instructional support



Encourage teaching 
innovation by 
properly supporting 
faculty



Variety of instructional environments

Spaces that foster engagement

Flexible spaces, but not generic

Universal resource, equitable access





Total Project Area

Building Entry + Commons 

Instructional Spaces 

Instructional Support 

Collaboration Spaces 

Building Support 

Project Total Assignable SF 

Project Total Gross SF 

Exterior Space

4,140 ASF 

43,260 ASF 

14,729 ASF 

5,320 ASF 

1,620 ASF 

69,069 ASF 

115,114 GSF 

1,150 SF



Instructional Space Diagrams
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LARGE ARENA TEST FIT (90-ft. × 100-ft.)

Projection Surface

Large Arena 

•   600 seats 

•   Combination fixed seating and 
moveable chairs 

•   360º projection screen
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INSTRUCTIONAL SPACES
Large Arena

ROOM FUNCTION
The large arena provides a unique 360° instructional 
space with accommodations for up to 600 people. 
This room will primarily be used for instruction of 
100/200 level courses with the potential for addi-
tional use as conference space. This space should be 
outfitted to allow for lecture recording/broadcasting, 
live webcasting, and interactive distance learning.

GENERAL INFORMATION
 Room Size 9,000 asf
 No. of Occupants Approx. 600 + instructor(s)
 Adjacencies On primary entry level
 Door Size 72-in. wide (double doors)1
 Natural Light –

FINISHES
 Ceiling Open to structure2
 Wall/Base Painted gypsum/resilient
 Floors Polished concrete3

ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
 Electrical Standard 120-volt4
 Lighting led5
 Mechanical –
 Acoustical See Acoustics
 Plumbing –
 Security Card access

TECHNOLOGY
 Data Ethernet + wireless4
 Audio/Visual See Proposed Tech. Components

FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT
Fixed auditorium seating with oversized tablet
 arms to accommodate a laptop (for 600
 occupants; seating should all be of a similar
 color, but with slight variations in the shade
 dispersed throughout; a few seats per section
 should be wider than the standard seat; also
 provide some seats with tablet arms to
 accommodate left-handed individuals) .......... cfci
Fixed table surface at accessible seating areas .... cfci
Fixed teaching podium with 270° swivel (with
 all necessary controls for running a/v
 equipment and lighting)............................... cfci

Movable task chairs (at accessible seating area
 as required per code; chairs should be of a
 similar variable shade to fixed seating) .......................... ofoi
Movable tablet arm chairs (as required to be placed in
 front of the fixed seating area; chairs should be of
 a similar variable shade to fixed seating) ........................ ofoi
Trash/recycling bins (as required)..................................... ofoi
See Proposed Technology Components for
 a/v-related equipment ..........................................av-ofoi

PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
Displays

 § Eight (8) ceiling-mounted hd video projectors (18,000+ 
lumens); basis of design: Panasonic Laser

 § Projection onto projection screens or wall surface (level 5 
drywall finish , potentially engineered for acoustics); image 
sized for the depth of the room; approximate image size: 15-ft. 
h × 26.7-ft. w.

 § Each pair of screens (basis of design: DaLite, non-tab 
tensioned) shall be located in a circular pattern around the 
room

Input Sources
 § Dedicated instructor pc located in the green room with 

wireless keyboard/mouse
 § Wireless collaboration unit (basis of design we Presenter or 
amx Enzo)

 § hdmi/vga input plate in the lectern
 § hdmi document camera located in the lectern
 § Matrix switcher will allow any input to be sent to any or all 

outputs

Capture Devices/Distance Learning
 § Single camera or multiple auto-track cameras with tracking 

receivers
 § Lecture capture recorder
 § Distance learning streaming encoder

Sound
 § Distributed ceiling loudspeakers for speech/program 

reinforcement (basis of design: jbl Control series)
 § Wireless lavalier microphone
 § Lectern microphone
 § Assistive listening ir transmitter for ada compliance (basis of 

design: Listen Tech fm system)
 § Multi-channel audio amplification
 § Digital signal processing (basis of design: Biamp Tesira series)

a/v Control
 § Lectern-mounted touch panel for monitor on/off, volume 

control, and source select (basis of design: amx)
 § Interactive pen display (basis of design: Wacom)
 § Video switcher/controller (basis of design: amx Enova)

Room Scheduling
 § Room signage display outside of room (basis of design: amx 

with rms)

a/v Furnishings
 § Rotatable with pull-out drawer for document camera (basis of 

design: custom)

Electrical/Data Requirements
 § Projectors will require 120vac power and several data 

connections
 § Power conditioner for sensitive equipment i.e. computers, 

projectors, and digital signal processor (basis of design: 
Surgex)

 § All wireless devices must stay away from 2.4 ghz to 5 ghz 
range

ACOUSTICS
 § Designed for both amplified and unamplified speech
 § Minimum nrc 0.70 ceiling treatment
 § Reverberation time of 1.25 seconds
 § Anticipate absorptive finishes on wall and ceiling surfaces
 § Noise produced by hvac system should be limited to nc 30 

or less
 § Provide noise isolation such that normal level speech is 

effectively inaudible, but allowing that raised voices may be 
audible with effort

 § If located adjacent to other lecture halls with amplified speech, 
provide noise isolation such that amplified speech and music is 
heard only faintly

 § Locate room away from building services (e.g., mechanical 
rooms, loading docks, restrooms, etc.)

NOTES
1. Provide double door entries at each corner of the room with 

a vestibule to limit noise/disturbances during a lecture/pre-
sentation

2. Minimum (and not-to-exceed) clear height of approximately 
25-ft.

3. Floor is a combination of tiered, flat, and gently sloped 
surfaces; the entry level is flat all around the outer perime-
ter and along one cross room aisle to provide access to the 
teaching platform (which is at the same floor level as the 
entry); the remaining aisles gently slope downward towards 
the teaching platform (although alternating aisles start 
sloping at different locations to accommodate access to 
tiered seating); the five rows furthest from the center are on 
tiered platforms; ada accessible seating should be provided 
at natural points from the aisles to maintain a gently sloped 
access path

4. Provide electrical receptacles along the perimeter walls and 
as required to support all equipment (in floor and/or at ceil-
ing); also provide electrical receptacles to provide power to 
seats in the first fixed row and at ada seating areas (design 
should consider providing additional electrical capacity if 
budget allows); provide ethernet ports at the center podium 
and as required to support equipment; provide wiring to 
allow appropriate control of a/v at central podium and to 
the control room in the media center

5. Provide theater-grade led lighting with pre-programmed 
scenes/scenarios which can be controlled at the center 
teaching podium

Learning Innovation Center  Bora Architects 
Panorama of the large arena with a view of the flat aisle to the teaching 
platform, tiered seating at the back, and curved projection wall
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MEDIUM ARENA TEST FIT (80-ft. × 85-ft.)

Projection Surface

Medium Arena 

•   400 seats 

•   Combination fixed seating and 
moveable chairs 

•   360º projection screen
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SMALL ARENA TEST FIT (60-ft. × 60-ft.)

Projection Surface

Small Arena 

•   200 seats 

•   Combination fixed seating and 
moveable chairs 

•   360º projection screen
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EGG CLASSROOM TEST FIT (58-ft. × 56-ft.)

Egg Classroom 

•   100 seats 

•   Fixed ribbon tables with 
and moveable chairs 

•   Discussion-based courses
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BUILDING STACKING DIAGRAM

Lobby + Food Service + Storage        3900 ASF

Building Support        1620 ASF

Building Entry

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Print Kiosk           40 ASF
Collaboration Spaces

Large Arena       9000 ASF

Medium Arena       6800 ASF

Green Room          180 ASF

Instructional Spaces

Vending Alcove           80 ASF

AV Support            80 ASF

Print Kiosk           40 ASF
Collaboration Spaces

Fan Lecture Hall       4500 ASF

Egg Classroom       3300 ASF

Instructional Spaces

Large Learning Studio       5600 ASF

Instructional Spaces

Distributed Gathering + Commons       1500 ASF

Small Group Study         400 ASF

Large Group Study         400 ASF

Vending Alcove           80 ASF

Print Kiosk           40 ASF
Collaboration Spaces

Small Arena + Green Room/AV Support       7380 ASF

Small Learning Studio       3720 ASF

Instructional Spaces

Tiered Classroom       2700 ASF

Distributed Gathering + Commons        1500 ASF

Small Group Study         400 ASF

Large Group Study         400 ASF

Faculty Resource + Shared Support        4860 ASF
Instructional Support

Center for Teaching Excellence        1385 ASF

Instructional Technology Services        3150 ASF

Instructional Media Services       2950 ASF

Internal Circulation        2384 ASF

Vending Alcove           80 ASF

Distributed Gathering + Commons         600 ASF
Collaboration Spaces

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY SPACES

LARGE CAPACITY SPACES

COLLABORATION SPACES

MEDIUM CAPACITY SPACES

COLLABORATION SPACES

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

COLLABORATION SPACES



Planning for Success
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Site Selection



• Site Selection Criteria  

• Site Selection Analysis 

• Site Selection 

• In-depth Site Discussion 

• UES—Site Infrastructure 

• MEP systems 

• Security/Risk Management 

• Transportation 

• TAMU IT 

• TAMU System input

21st Century Classroom Building
Project No. 02-3236

Program of Requirements
Final Report | January 2017
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 6.7 SITE

SITE CONTEXT

The surrounding context for the new 21st Century Classroom 
Building offers a variety of building usage that would be expected 
on a major public University campus including: academic 
buildings such as the Interdisciplinary Life Sciences Building, 
Henderson Hall, the ymca Building, Kleberg Center, and the 
heep Center; student center/University center functions in the 
Memorial Student Center and Rudder Tower; administrative 
functions in the Coke Building and the New Student Services 
Building; Simpson Drill Field, a green space central to the history 
and traditions of the University; the All Faiths Chapel; various 
student residence halls; Kyle Field; and parking. The project 
site is located along an existing transportation route and expe-
riences a high volume of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. tamu 
Transportation Services is leading a redesign and reconstruction 
effort on this area of campus to improve overall access and 
mobility between buildings, sidewalks and streets for pedestrians, 
cyclists, buses and cars. Improvements will be made to sidewalks, 
crosswalks, lighting, bike lanes and locations of bus waiting areas 
along Joe Routt, Gene Stallings Blvd and West Lamar Street. The 
a/e team shall coordinate and integrate the project site design 
with the improvements project.

Site Issues



Programming Committee
Joseph Pettibon, Office of the Provost 

Lilia Gonzales, University Architect 

Yvonne Bryant, Texas A&M University System 

Nick Piwonka, Office of the Registrar 

Tasha Dubriwny, College of Liberal Arts 

Tom McKnight, College of Science 

Juan Garza, Provost Information Technology Office 

Michael de Miranda, Department of Teaching, Learning, and Culture 

John August, Dean of Faculties and Associate Provost 

Regina Greenwood, Instructional Media Services 

Jim Snell, Instructional Technology Services 

Debra Fowler, Center for Teaching Excellence



Q?A



Impact on future planning



This concludes The American Institute of Architects 
Continuing Education Systems Course

Please take a moment to complete the evaluation form.
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Theresa.drewell@ttu.edu




